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little watei4, of preferably with a portion of the prescribed
quantity of alcohol.
Tho following recipes, given in the final article of the
series in the Hwtw de.$ Produits C>h>imlij-u>c^ from which these
abstracts are taken, indicate tho composition of commercial
soluble oils. Some of them arc miscible with pure water,
others with slightly alkaline water; some will stand cold, and
others separate out when kept in open receptacles. Some of
the recipes will need to be modified to fit in with tho materials
available, and the objects desired ; but the information already
given will enable such, modifications to be carried out after a
few tentative experiments, the preparation of all the soluble
oils being based on tho principles already enunciated, it being
always remembered that the preparation of a satisfactory
product requires attention and some little practice.
Soluble oils sometimes decompose in stores; two layers
miscibles in water and granules arc formed ; the mass be-
becomes gelatinous. This decomposition is the result of
defective preparation, the evaporation of the alcohol or the
volatile alkali, the ammoniacal soaps becoming dissociated at
tho ordinary temperature. A very low temperature also may
lead to the separation of the components, but in such cases
equilibrium is restored by warming. The formation of
granules and gelatinous solidification may arise from an
excess of alkali; and a sediment may bo formed when the oil
contains rosin that has been saponified by insufficiently
strong alkali, or a rosin soap in which there is an excess of
alkali.
Soluble, Mineral Oils witli an Ol-vin .ttasix.—l. Mineral
oil 08 parts, olein 21, caustic soda lye (85° B.) 7, alcohol (95°)
1) parts.
2. Mineral oil 55 parts, olein 80, ammonia (2*2°) 7, alcohol
(1)5°) H parts.
8. Mineral oil 70 parts, olein 20, caustic soda (8511 B.) (5,
ammonia (22") 2, alcohol (1)5°) 2 parts.
 4.	Mineral  oil 70 parts, olein  10, refined rosin  oil 10,
caustic soda (85" B.) 4, alcohol (95°) 4 parts.
 5.	Mineral oil (01)05) (50 parts, olein 20, refined rosin oil
20, cauHtic soda (85" B.) B, alcohol (9f>") 1 part.

